
Clicker Docs transforms the iPad into a portable primary word 
processor! Watch your pupils’ skills and confi dence grow as they use 
the range of writi ng support tools on off er to create accurate, fl owing 
documents.

Review writi ng with clear speech
Pupils use the child-friendly lower case keyboard to type into Clicker Docs, and when they 
punctuate a sentence their work is read back to them, with each word highlighted as it is read. 
This helps them to fi nd and correct errors for themselves, so that they become more 
independent writers.

Increase writi ng producti vity and accuracy 
with word predicti on
The Clicker Docs predictor suggests age-appropriate vocabulary based on the context of 
pupils’ writi ng. The predictor encourages pupils to use more adventurous vocabulary, 
consistently reinforces the correct spellings of the words they wish to write and really 
helps to speed up the writi ng producti vity of children who struggle to transfer their ideas 
to the page.

Provide subject-specifi c writi ng support with Word Banks
Word Banks provide tabbed vocabulary support for any subject or topic. Children simply tap 
a word to add it to their document. As with the document and the predictor, Word Banks are 
completely speech supported – use our unique Sound Shift  tool to listen to a word before 
using it. It’s so easy for teachers to create a Word Bank in Clicker Docs, organised with either 
alphabeti cal tabs or topic tabs.

Personalised support for every pupil
Change how the app looks and acts to meet each child’s learning needs. Available opti ons 
include changing the speed and frequency at which Clicker Docs speaks, customising the 
word predictor level and using high contrast colour schemes. 
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Only Clicker Apps off er all this: 
Designed with the classroom in mind
The child-friendly interface, lower case keyboard and Sassoon font 
create an engaging environment for your pupils to work in. Customisable 
setti  ngs make Clicker Apps accessible for a wide range of pupils.

Free resources at your fi ngerti ps
Access topic-specifi c Sentence Sets and Word Banks created by our 
curriculum team, searchable within the app. New resources added every 
two weeks!

Clicker 6 compati ble
Clicker Apps and Clicker 6 are able to ‘talk’ to each other. Create acti viti es 
within Clicker 6 and then export them to your iPads, or open your pupils’ 
Clicker Apps fi les in Clicker 6.

Only
£18.99

Only
£21.99

The new Clicker Apps are a complete game changer. 
Michelle Hill – Leamore Primary School.“ ”


